Parliamentary Portfolio Committee DMR's Legislative Programme 2010/2011


Current legislation

	Geoscience Amendment Bill [B 2009] 


	Diamonds Act, 56 of 1986


Geoscience Amendment Bill

	The Bill [B 2009] was certified by the state law adviser's and approved by Cabinet in December 2009;


	The Bill has now been published with Government Printers under Gazette number 33014 for public comments


	The Minister is due to introduce the Bill to Parliament



The Bill further seeks:

	to mandate the Council for Geoscience to be the custodians and curators of geotechnical information, to be a national mandatory advisory authority in respect of geohazards related to infrastructure development, to undertake exploration and prospecting research in the mineral and petroleum sectors and to add to the functions of the Council.


	To put mechanism in place to address problems which are associated with infrastructure development on dolomitic land.


	Empowers the Council for Geoscience to be the custodian of all geotechnical data with the purpose of compiling a complete geotechnical risk profile of the country;


	Enables the Council for Geoscience to become the custodian of technical information relating to exploration and mining.


Diamonds Act 51 of 1986, as amended

	The Diamonds Act has been amended by Act 29 of 2005 and Act 30 of 2005;


	Act 29 of 2005 introduced the establishment of the State Diamond Trader which has thus far proved to be a useful tool in facilitating beneficiation;


	The envisaged amendments to this Act relate to the composition of the Board (State Diamond Trader, South African Diamond and Precious Metals Regulator) and the manner in which these Boards are constituted;


	The amendments would ensure that the Boards are constituted by stakeholders who will strive towards ensuring that the country's mineral resources are exploited and developed for the benefit of all South Africans;


	The proposed amendment will enhance the emphasis on local beneficiation of diamonds as opposed to the exporting of this precious commodity;


	The amendment will further seek to promote greater cohesion and alignment with the strategy on Beneficiation;


Future Amendments to Legislation

The department seeks to amend the following pieces of legislation during the 2011/2012 Parliamentary processes:

	MPRDA 28 of 2002, as amended


	MPRDA Regulations


Mineral & Petroleum Resources Development Amendment Act (MPRD

	The MPRDA has been amended by the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Amendment Act, 49 of 2008.


	The Amendment Act was accented to by the President on the 21st of April 2009;


	However the Amendment Act has not been proclaimed;


	The promulgation of the Amendment Act in its current form will delay the issuing of prospecting and mining rights by the department due to the following;


- The Environmental Impact Assessment time frames as prescribed in the NEM Amendment Act are time consuming and pose difficulties in the implementation of the MPRDA requirements. The timeframes provided for in the MPRDA are not deemed sufficient for studies to be conducted. Requests for two years study will make it impossible for the applicant to adhere to the timeframes prescribed in the MPRDA.

- In terms of the MPRDA, the applicant is accountable for the environmental Impact assessment processes not the consultant, whereas the NEMA requires the appointment of an Environmental Assessment Practitioner and responsibility of environmental assessment by the consultant (and therefore all correspondence) will be in the custody of the EAP.

- The compulsory use of the EAPs, if NEM Amendment Act is implemented will pose serious challenges for Historically Disadvantaged South Africans, the appointment of an EAP is costly and HDSAs will not be able to afford such services, however the DMR deals directly with the applicant or the holder of the right.

- Determination of significance of impacts is a content requirement of Environmental Impact Assessment in terms of NEMA. This is not a requirement in mining related applications. The content requirements for Basic Assessment Report will delay the granting and issuing of a mining permit and mining right.

- Consultation processes in terms of NEM Amendment Act occur before the lodgement of the application, whereas the MPRDA provide for consultation after acceptance of the application. Public participation and involvement of different authorities as prescribed in NEM Amendment Act can compromise the confidentiality of information. Need for consent of use of landowner, as provided for in the NEMA, is not required in terms of the MPRDA. Authority consultation only provided for in the MPRDA after the submission of the final document.

Engagement with EAP could compromise the confidentiality of information contained in the application. The MPRDA, 2002 is a milestone in the transformation of the mining industry that seeks to redress the imbalances of the past in terms of providing equitable access to the mineral wealth of the country, thus NEMA will compromise the objectives of the MPRDA.

	This will undoubtedly have a severe impact on foreign direct investment;


	It is the departments view that the MPRDA be amended by a Second Amendment Act to ensure that concerns raised by other stakeholders are addressed;


	For example: Section 11 (strengthen the Minister's power to deal with fronting), Section 26(placing greater emphasis on local beneficiation of Minerals), strengthening the sanctions available to the Minister for non compliance with the Act;


MPRDA Regulations

The DMR was instructed by the predecessor to the incumbent PPC (during the amendment of the MPRDA), to refer the MPRDA Regulations through the Parliamentary processes based on the following:

	Section 16 and 22 of the MPRD Amendment Act provides that the applicant of a prospecting or mining right shall consult with the landowner or lawful occupier of the land in the prescribed manner;


	The prescribed manner of consultation is provided for in the Regulations;


	The then PPC sought to ensure that consultation processes would better serve the interests of the communities.


